Topic
Develop further map and atlas skills to help analyse the
differences in the human and physical geography of
countries across Europe. Children will develop compass
direction knowledge and use grid references when
interpreting a range of maps.
What does it mean to European and British? What is Brexit
and debate the value of leaving. How have relationships
across Europe changed over the years.

Mathematics

Science:

Place value, reading writing and comparing numbers including negative
numbers up to 1,000,000 and Roman Numerals.
Marking Parallel and diagonal lines and understanding key vocabulary.
Looking at nets of 3d shapes, drawing accurately.
Converting between different units of measure. Recognising the
different types of angle, knowing amounts of turn. Knowing about the
measures of interior angles of triangles, quadrilaterals and circles (y6).
Y6: Features of circles, knowing the relationships between radius,
diameter and circumference.

Art
Gaudi- the work and Art.
Study of Paris a city of Art: Lino printing.
Sculpture: 3D art techniques
Looking at Degas and The Ballerinas.

Multiplying and dividing by 10,100,1000
Securing known number facts, tables and number bonds,
Estimating and checking.

Literacy
Playscripts
Children will study the playscript Father’s Day, about step-sibling rivalry.
The author uses a range of dramatic conventions to explore subtleties of
character and the conflicting emotions experiences within families.
Children will study the plot and sub-plot and dramatic convention.
Elements of performance are also included. Children look at stages of
development of a script, then go on to write an extra scene for a play.
Discussion texts
The non-fiction links to the fiction by exploring script forms such as
broadcast scripts on non-fiction themes. Discussion texts are studied,
looking at the conventions of oral debate. Children write a scripted
speech and use it to debate whether junk food should be banned or not.
They will write a discussion text.
Commas for clarity, meaning and avoiding ambiguity.
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Forces

Explain that unsupported objects fall
towards the Earth because of the force
of gravity acting between the Earth and
the falling object. Identify the effects of
air resistance, water resistance and
friction, that act between moving
surfaces. Recognise that some
mechanisms, including levers, pulleys
and gears, allow a smaller force to have a
greater effect.

Music
Great composers: Looking at classical
musical development across the ages.
Don’t stop belivin’: Looking at music from
the 70s and 80s.

MFL
Children will develop knowledge of
some common European languages;
French, German, Spanish.

Religious Education
How do Christians view God?
Look at the John’s Gospel and interpret how this differs from other Gospels, using theological terms
to express their interpretation. How is God celebrated in Christianity? How do Christians put their
beliefs into practise?
Weigh up how biblical ideas about love, holiness or forgiveness relate to the issues, problems and
opportunities of their own lives and the world today, developing insights of their own.

